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Since its publication, Richard Moe's The Last Full Measure has garnered a reputation as the
definitive history of the First Minnesota Regiment and one of a handful of classic regimental
histories of the Civil War.The First Minnesota Volunteers, the first regiment offered to President
Lincoln after the fall of Fort Sumter, served in virtually every major battle fought in the eastern
theater during the first three years of the Civil War. This is the story of the Army of the Potomac
during that period: the initial enthusiasm dashed by sudden defeat at Bull Run; the pride at being
shaped into an army by George McClellan and the frustration with his—and his successors'—
inability to defeat Robert E. Lee; and, finally, the costly battle of Gettysburg, the decisive battle in
which the First Minnesota played a crucial, and tragic, role. Drawing on a wide array of letters,
diaries, and personal reminiscences, Moe tells the story anew through the experiences of the
men who lived it. As James MacGregor Burns notes in his foreword, "Like Tolstoy's War and
Peace, this work sticks close to the men in battle, and hence, like Tolstoy, the author keeps close
to the human size of war."Praise for The Last Full Measure"Richard Moe, in this wonderfully told
regimental history, manages to rescue that which Civil War studies so often neglects: the
people."—Ken Burns, co-producer of The Civil War"Exceptional . . . a vigorous, haunting
celebration of the Men."—The New York Times Book Review"Regimental history at its best."—
Publishers Weekly"Highly recommended. . . . Thoroughly researched and excellently
incorporating the soldier's-eye view of the war. . . . The best volume of Civil War historiography to
appear in some time."—Booklist"A tribute to the men who helped save the Union. . . . If ever a
regiment deserved to be remembered, it is the First Minnesota. . . . Richard Moe has a passion
for history. He clearly also has a talent for writing it."—Minneapolis Star Tribune

Eloquent . . . a powerful account. -- Minnesota MonthlyHighly recommended. . . . The best
volume of Civil War historiography to appear in some time. -- BooklistRegimental history at its
best. -- Publishers WeeklyFrom the Publisher"This is Civil War combat history as it should be
written. . . . The story of one of the war's best fighting regiments is told from the viewpoint of the
men who did the fighting. . . . Both they and the author are eloquent without being orotund. The
chapter on the First Minnesota's moment of supreme sacrifice at Gettysburg is the best thing of
its kind that I have ever read."  James M. McPherson, author of BATTLE CRY OF
FREEDOMFrom the Inside FlapAs the first troops offered to President Abraham Lincoln after the
fall of Fort Sumter, the brave men of the First Minnesota Volunteer Infantry Regiment fought in
virtually every major battle of the eastern theater during the first three years of the Civil War.
From Bull Run to Antietam to Fredericksburg to their famed suicide charge at Gettysburg, these
stalwart soldiers defended the Union and helped change the course of the war and their
country's history.Drawing on personal letters, diaries, and recollections, author Richard Moe tells



a dramatic and unforgettable true story that follows the members of the First Minnesota from
their early days as raw recruits through their seasoning under fire and by hardship. Of the
thousand who had responded to the call to enlist in 1861, only a handful survived the war
unscathed. Their voices, and those of their fallen comrades, enhance a masterful narrative that
vividly recreates the glory and despair of a nation's tragic struggle.About the AuthorRichard
Moe, born in Duluth, Minnesota, was chief of staff to Vice President Walter Mondale and a
member of the Carter White House senior staff. Moe is president of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation, a board member of the Civil War Preservation Trust, and a member of the
Committee for the Preservation of the White House.Read more
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Chris Lauderbaugh, “" All I Can Give You Is A Soldier's Grave.". I was a little disappointed when I
started this one. I had figured a few background chapters, then Boom… Tons of details about
the famous charge. As I read the book I found myself enjoying the whole thing. The journal
entries from the Soldiers in the 1st Minnesota were really good. Lots of humor, sarcasm and very
interesting details. Constant jibes at the “Secesh” - all of them were deserved those damn
traitors! - keeps the story flowing. “Secesh having evacuated in a hurry left campfires burning.
Secech ham and pancakes made of Secesh flour and meal are thankfully received by stomachs
of the “veteran1st”. Tonite we are protected from the rain and cold by the tents so
magnanimously left behind by our retiring friends.” Isaac Taylor's diary.The whole war would
descend on these guys and this glorious charge prevented the secessionists from reaching
Cemetery Ridge. Hancock would get his five minutes and then some. The description of the
reinforcements (The 82nd New York) finally arriving to save the few who had survived the charge
was amazing. The day and the battle and the war itself were saved.The men willingly sacrificed
themselves to preserve the union. 262 men charged into 1700 surprised rebels knowing full well
that death or wounds awaited them. They are all covered in glory. The book was a little bogged
down at the beginning, but it was interesting enough that at the halfway point it became hard to
put down. 4.5 stars.”

Gio, “Our Pride!. Devotion to history isn't as strong in the Upper Midwest as in the Old South.
Perhaps oblivion is nobler and less risky than living out a myth, but there are few if any "re-
enactors" among my Swedish kinfolk in the Land of Lakes. Of course, the earliest settlers in my
clan came to Minnesota in 1872. The Minnesota First Volunteer Regiment, nevertheless, has a
good claim on being the most heroic single regiment on either side in the whole war, and Mr
Moe documents the history of their heroism most eloquently.Another review complains that Moe
use too many quotes, to much primary source material. I totally disagree. The use of letters,
journals, and bits from local newspapers is the strength of this book, the part that carries both
conviction and immediacy. Comparison to the Ken Burns TV documentary is apt, and I feel that
this book, The Last Full Measure, is stronger both in impact and in scholarship.We're modest,
diffident people, we Minnesotans. You won't find many statues of soldiers in our town squares.
Truth is, we don't have so many town squares to show them off in. Kids plow through elementary
school in Minnesota thinking of the Civil War as a faraway conflict hardly more intimate to us
than the Boer War. I remember being surprised, in college, to learn that there'd been a Souix
War in my birth-county, in the 1860s. History was what happened in other places. I wonder... Is
our blissful ignorance a handicap or the source of our comparatively lawful and peaceful
community? Our grudges stay at home.Anyhow, as we say in Freeborn County, this here tale of
young men fighting for what they care about makes pretty good reading.”



Joe the Geographer, “The Best. I've been reading military history for over 40 years and this,
quite frankly, is the best unit history I've ever read. Richard Moe brings the First Minnesota
Volunteer Regiment to life through extensive use of letters, newspaper stories, official
announcements, and other sources. He provides excellent photographs too.The First Minnesota
was the first Union regiment offered to President Lincoln for service and fought at the First Battle
of Bull Run, Antietam, and Gettysburg. They were one of the only Union regiments to withdraw in
order at Bull Run and were honored for their steadfast performance at Antietam. In both
engagements, the First Minnesota took significant losses without breaking.At Gettysburg, the
First Minnesota was nearly while annihilated blocking Rebel units from turning the Union flank
on the 2nd day of the Battle of Gettysburg. The First Minnesota conducted a bayonet charge on
a Rebel unit 6 times their size and suffered over 80% casualties in 15 minutes. This charge
stopped the Rebel breakthrough long enough for Union reserves to be brought up to plug the
gap and stabilize the line. The survivors of the First Minnesota found themselves on the
receiving end of Picket's charge on the following day, suffering even more losses while
conducting yet another bayonet charge against superior numbers. This unit deserved the best
an author could give them and Richard Moe has come through for them with flying colors.”

Edward J. Johnson, “When was the last time a book made you cry?. I heard Richard Moe on
National Public Radio promoting this book. Having heard of the First's heroism in Ken Burns'
"The Civil War" I was curious. Did 262 frontiersmen from Minnesota really save the Union line at
Gettysburg? They did.I knew how these men's charge would end, and so did they. "Every man
knew in an instant what it meant. Death or wounds to us all." Knowing this, they fixed their
bayonets and charged into a force that outnumbered them five to one. As I was reading the
climactic pages of the book, my wife walked into the room and saw me with tears streaming
down my cheeks, and asked why. I couldn't bring myself to read it to her aloud.Men like the First
Minnesota willingly sacrificed themselves to save our Union. In so doing, they covered
themselves in glory forever. Comparisons to the Spartans at Thermopylae are not out of line. All
Americans should pray that we as a nation be worthy of that sacrifice.Richard Moe's narrative
brings the men of the First to life. The reader gets to know the Taylor brothers, the regiment's
commander, Major Colville, and the others whose letters, diaries and memories bring the reader
into their world.  An altogether beautiful book.  It will break your heart.”

Mr Biddle, “a good history of a northern. Well written and well researched, a good history of a
northern unit”

The book by William C. Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 98 people have provided feedback.
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